An update on bronchoscopic treatments for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
The last decade has seen a real drive to develop novel bronchoscopic tools for diagnosis and therapy in a number of disease areas, in particular in cancer diagnosis and the treatment of airways disease. Nowhere has this been more evident than in the field of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease/emphysema. The clinical trials with randomized endobronchial valves (EBVs) have demonstrated significant improvements in pulmonary function, quality of life and exercise capacity providing patients with heterogeneous disease with absence of collateral ventilation are selected. The responder rates are improved by valve adjustment or replacement where necessary. The results for endobronchial coils have been mixed with clinically meaningful results for pulmonary function and quality of life but at 1 year, the benefits in walk tests have been marginal. Vapour therapy appears promising and has the capacity for more targeted and staged therapy. Other therapies such as sealants which induce focal fibrosis, targeted vagal nerve ablation and cryoablation of bronchitis mucosa are also under development. Patients with severe heterogenous emphysema, evidence of hyperinflation and intact lobar fissures confirmed to have absent collateral ventilation may be considered for EBVs. Those with collateral ventilation or homogenous distribution of emphysema may be considered for endobronchial coils.